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Roman Tombs and the Art of Commemoration 2019-04-18 explores four key questions around Roman funerary customs that change our view of the society and its values.

Miscellanea astronomica ossia raccolta di articoli pub. dalla Specola vaticana in diversi giornali scientifici ... 1924 through a study of tombs and burial customs in Rome and its surroundings, this volume demonstrates that the third century was an exciting period of experimentation and creativity that continued to be a driving force in all social classes, paving the way for the new system of late antiquity.

Crisis and Ambition 2013-10-03: A companion to Roman art encompasses various artistic genres, ancient contexts, and modern approaches for a comprehensive guide to Roman art offers comprehensive and original essays on the study of Roman art contributions from distinguished scholars with unrivaled expertise covering a broad range of international approaches focuses on the socio-historical aspects of Roman art covering several topics that have not been presented in any detail in English, includes both close readings of individual art works and general discussions, providing an overview of main aspects of the subject and an introduction to current debates in the field.

A Companion to Roman Art 2019-11-04: The Roman empire was home to a fascinating variety of different cults and religions: its enormous extent the absence of a precisely definable state religion and different exchanges with the religions and cults of conquered peoples and of neighboring cultures resulted in a multifaceted diversity of religious convictions and practices. This volume provides a compelling view of central aspects of cult and religion in the Roman empire among them the distinction between public and private cult, the complex interrelations between different religious traditions, their mutually entangled developments and expansions, and the diversity of regional differences between religious texts and artefacts.

Religion in the Roman Empire 2021-10-06: In recent years, a debate has arisen concerning the convenience of conserving subterranean cultural heritage and the necessary management models. There is often pressure from local authorities more interested in using the cultural heritage sites in order to develop the economy and the tourism industry rather than in the conservation of the cultural heritage.

The Conservation of Subterranean Cultural Heritage 2014-10-24: Inscriptions are for anyone interested in the Roman world and Roman culture whether they regard themselves as literary scholars, historians, archaeologists, anthropologists, religious scholars, or work in a field that touches on the Roman world from c. 500 BCE to 500 CE and beyond. The goal of the Oxford Handbook of Roman Epigraphy is to show why inscriptions matter and to demonstrate to classicists and ancient historians their graduate students and advanced undergraduates how to work with epigraphic sources.

The Oxford Handbook of Roman Epigraphy 2015: Temples are the most prestigious buildings in the urban landscape of ancient Italy emerging within a network of centres of the then known Mediterranean world. Notwithstanding the fragmentary condition of the buildings, these monuments and especially their richly decorated roofs are crucial sources of information on the constitution of political social and craft identities acting as agents in displaying the meaning of images. The subject of this volume is thematic and includes material from the Eastern Mediterranean, including Greece and Turkey. Contributors discuss the network between patron elites and specialized craft communities that were responsible for the sophisticated terracotta decoration of temples in Italy between the sixth and first centuries BCE focusing on the mobility of craft people and craft traditions and techniques asking how images, iconographies, practices, and materials can be used to explain the organization of ancient production distribution and consumption. Special attention has been given to relations with the Eastern Mediterranean, including Greece and Anatolia, investigating craft communities, workshop organizations, and networks. This period has never been thoroughly undertaken for this period and region nor for this exceptionally rich category of materials or for the craftspersons producing the architectural terracottas. This volume aims to improve our understanding of roof production and construction in this period to reveal relationships between main production centres and to study the possible influences of immigrant craftspersons.

Deliciae Fictiles V. Networks and Workshops 2019-09-16: Between 270 and 535 AD, the city of Rome experienced dramatic changes. The once glorious imperial capital was transformed into the much humbler centre of Western Christendom. In a process that redefined its political importance, size, and identity, urban space and aristocratic power in late antique Rome examines these transformations by focusing on the city's powerful elite, the senatorial aristocracy, and exploring their involvement in a process of urban change that would mark the end of the ancient world and the birth of the Middle Ages in the eyes of contemporaries and modern scholars. It argues that the late antique history of Rome cannot be described as merely a product of decline instead it was a product of the dynamic social and cultural forces that made the city relevant at a time of unprecedented historical changes.
offers a detailed examination of aspects of city life as diverse as its administration public building rituals housing and religious life to show how the late roman aristocracy gave a new shape and meaning to urban space identifying itself with the largest city in the mediterranean world to an extent unparalleled since the end of the republican period

**Urban Space and Aristocratic Power in Late Antique Rome** 2019-10-17 more than 400 distinguished scholars including archaeologists art historians historians epigraphers and theologians have written the 1 455 entries in this monumental encyclopedia the first comprehensive reference work of its kind from aachen to zurzach paul corby finney s three volume masterwork draws on archaeological and epigraphic evidence to offer readers a basic orientation to early christian architecture sculpture painting mosaic and portable artifacts created roughly between ad 200 and 600 in africa asia and europe clear comprehensive and richly illustrated this work will be an essential resource for all those interested in late antique and early christian art archaeology and history provided by publisher

**The Eerdmans Encyclopedia of Early Christian Art and Archaeology** 2017 questa non è solo storia degli ebrei e dei loro persecutori a roma dall8 settembre 1943 al 5 giugno 1944 È storia di un mondo i collaboratori dei nazisti i testimoni silenziosi gli spaventati i coraggiosi la chiesa ai tempi in cui roma è città aperta e alla mercé dei tedeschi tra le mura e i vicoli della città si consuma una guerra di fuggiaschi e nascondigli È una guerra nascosta e cruenta che porta i civili in prima linea cittadini uomini e donne di chiesa pio xii in persona né potrebbe essere diversamente visto che roma di fatto e per comune sentire non è più la capitale della Repubblica sociale ma in tutto e per tutto la città del papa e come lui caso unico e significativo di resistenza alla guerra non combattuta occupazione ma nemmeno cede resiste si impegna a sopravvivere aiuta i ricercati a nascondersi gli occupanti tedeschi lo avvertono e impongono il regime duro in una roma assediata dove le croci uncinate sostano sotto le finestre del papa i nazisti catturano quasi duemila ebrei muoiono nei campi di concentramento alle fosse ardeatine allincirca diecimila invece sopravvivono nascondendosi in case private nei conventi e nelle parrocchie negli ospedali nelle istituzioni e nei territori della santa sede taluni di quelli che sono venuti in aiuto ai perseguitati sono stati riconosciuti come giusti di molti la maggioranza si è persa ogni traccia lungo queste pagine andreà riccardi richiama dalloblio la storia di uomini e donne comuni che quando il male ha bussato alle loro porte hanno mostrato un grande coraggio hanno condotto una vita fuori dellordinario e sono poi tornati semplicemente a quella di ogni giorno

**Miscellanea Astronomica** 1924 the appraisal of the political dialogue and negotiations with the communist regimes of east central europe commenced by the holy see in the 1960s did not provoke only lively debates among contemporaries but remains to the present day one of the most debated questions of the twentieth century history should it be assessed as a fixed path to which no alternative existed or was it a flawed initiative which merely served the international legitimacy of the communist totalitarian system this volume enriches the results of earlier historiography with new perspectives and confirms inter alia that a black and white reading often based on a one sided use of sources of ostpolitik is incorrect just as the critical assessment which frequently places local considerations at the forefront requires revision the at times apologetic outlook defending the vatican s eastern policy is also untenable only a nuanced and source focused analysis of the ambitions of the roman and muscovite centers and of local politics and churches as well as dialogue between the various research trends can help us to gain a more thorough knowledge of and make us better understand those fixed paths upon which the roman and local ecclesiastics of the era were forced to travel and which limited the possibility of success

**La Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano: Atalante** 2000 the changing attitude of catholic culture towards modernity after decades of a problematic if not plainly hostile approach to modernity by catholic culture the 1960s marked the beginning of a new era as the church employed a more positive approach to the world voices in the catholic milieu embraced a radical perspective channeling the need for social justice for the poor and the oppressed the alternative and complementary world views of universalism and liberation would drive the engagement of catholics for generations to come shaping the idea of international community in catholic culture because of its traditional connection with the papacy and because of its prominent role in the map of european progressive catholicism italy stands out as an ideal case study to follow these dynamics by locating the italian scenario in a broader geographical frame universalism and liberation offers a new vantage point from which to investigate the social and political relevance of religion in an age of crisis

**L'esposizione vaticana illustrata giornale ufficiale per la Commissione promotrice** 1887 documenting the history of religions in the hungarian academy of sciences 1950 1970 offers an account of the activities of the international association for the history of religions during the cold war based on new findings from the archives of the hungarian academy of sciences
L'inventro più lungo 2012-05-18T06:00:00+02:00 this 1995 book is a detailed study of sicilian life and economy in the transitional reign of frederick iii 1296 1337
La Biblioteca Vaticana dall sua origine fino al presente 1857 explores how to read roman sarcophagi starting from those adorned with portraits and placing them within a social context investigates gender values and childhood as reflected in the visual language of sarcophagus reliefs and shows how standardised iconography could be used to construct personal and social memory
La necropoli vaticana lungo la via Trionfale 2006 le chiese di roma dalle loro origini sino al secolo xvi del professore cav mariano armellini
La Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano: Atalante 2000 throughout their shared history orthodox and eastern catholic churches have lived through a very complex and sometimes tense relationship not only theologically but also politically in most cases such relationships remain to this day indeed in some cases the tension has increased in july 2019 scholars of both traditions gathered in stuttgart germany for an unprecedented conference devoted to exploring and overcoming the division between these churches this book the first in a two volume set of the essays presented at the conference explores historical and theological themes with the goal of healing memories and inspiring a direct dialogue between orthodox and eastern catholic churches like the conference the volume brings together representatives of these churches as well as theologians from different geographical contexts where tensions are the greatest the published essays represent the great achievements of the conference willingness to engage in dialogue general openness to new ideas and opportunities to address difficult questions and heal inherited wounds
The Vatican «Ostpolitik» 1958-1978 2017-04-06T00:00:00+02:00 the chapters brought together in this volume build on the idea that in the 1970s 1980s the global language of human rights contributed to stimulating ideas of reform in the communist world the protagonists were mikhail gorbachev and the italian communists the experience of the pci was in many ways a peculiar case but one that was linked to underground ideas of cultural change even in eastern europe and the soviet union gorbachev's ascent signalled a fundamental shift as he rejected the approach of reducing human rights to an ideological battleground and instead made it the centrepiece of a universalist relaunch by exploring the encounter between reform communists and human rights the authors reconstruct the metamorphosis and the end of communism within the context of the wider transformations taking place in europe political cultures at the end of the cold war
Universalism and Liberation 2017-05-11 in hospitals and urbanism in rome 1200 1500 carla keyvanian reconstructs three centuries of urban history by focusing on public hospitals state institutions that were urban expressions of sovereignty characterized by a distinguishing architecture and built in prime urban locations
Il Concilio Ecumenico Vaticano 1880 examines the commission of the vatican tomb of pope alexander viii ottoboni by his great nephew cardinal pietro ottoboni although neglected for centuries the ottoboni monument occupies the most strategic liturgical position in the complex of tombs in the vatican basilica it is impressive in scale offers a commanding presence on the path from the papal entryway to the apse main altar with a majestic papal effigy a visually compelling narrative relief carving symbolically important allegories using unpublished archival documents in the vatican lateran archives this study discusses in detail the 30 year campaign for the construction of the tomb identifies the artists artisans responsible for the project the monograph is comprehensive in its stylistic analysis exploration of iconography discussion of liturgical practice consideration of studio procedures beginning with patron artist architect sculptors sculptor artisans reveals why the project required three decades to complete a well written informative important monograph and in the process he has expanded our understanding of contemporary workshop practice and art making in the rome of the later baroque period there are sections where the author's meticulous care insightful reconstruction of events gives the reader a sense of being there in the day to day process of work on the site these parts make for especially exciting and engaging reading an absolutely wonderful piece of work
Documenting the History of Religions in the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (1950–1970) 2021-05-03 an encyclopedic guide to 20th century communism around the world the first book of its kind to appear since the end of the cold war this indispensable reference provides encyclopedic coverage of communism and its impact throughout the world in the 20th century with the opening of archives in former communist states scholars have found new material that has expanded and sometimes altered the understanding of communism as an ideological and political force a dictionary of 20th century communism brings this scholarship to students teachers and scholars in related fields in more than 400 concise entries the book explains what communism was the forms it took and the enormous role it played in world history from the russian revolution through the collapse of the soviet union and beyond examines the political intellectual and social influences of communism around the globe features contributions from an international team of 160 scholars includes more than 400 entries on major topics such as figures lenin mao stalin ho chi minh pol pot castro gorbachev events cold war prague spring cultural revolution sandinista revolution ideas and concepts marxism leninism cult of personality
The Decline and Fall of Medieval Sicily 1995-09-07 L'opera presenta i risultati delle indagini archeologiche condotte tra il 1991 e il 2007 dalla soprintendenza archeologica di ostia nella basilica identificata con la cattedrale paleocristiana della città di porto sotto la direzione scientifica di Lidia paroli autrice di numerosi studi nell'ambito dell'archeologia tardoantica e altomedievale e di Mauro Maiorano che ha coordinato la ricerca sul campo tra il 1997 e il 2007 1997 e 2007 1997 2007 il lavoro è tra i più completi esempi di indagine estensiva secondo i criteri stratigrafici di un edificio paleocristiano e ha permesso di recuperare importanti elementi sul processo di trasformazione interna dello spazio basilicale in relazione alle pratiche liturgiche offrendo nel contempo spunti di riflessione sulle caratteristiche del circostante tessuto abitativo tomo 1 il primo volume raccoglie gli aspetti stratigrafici e strutturali e presenta con il contributo di specialisti dei diversi settori un analisi molto approfondita del contesto con la ricostruzione del suo complesso divenire in un excursus che dall'età romana giunge alle fasi di abbandono e alla riscoperta della basilica alla fine del xix secolo tomo 2 in questo volume sono raccolti i risultati dello studio dei reperti di scavo della basilica affidato a studiosi specializzati nei diversi campi il nucleo di materiali più significativo dal punto di vista tipologico e quantitativo è costituito dalla cospicua raccolta di frammenti marmorei comprendente capitelli basi e fusti di colonna elementi decorativi e di arredo minore indispensabili per la ricostruzione di dettagli degli interni dell'edificio di culto oltre a sculture funerarie ed epigrafi questi manufatti esempi della ricchezza degli apparati decorativi messi in opera offrono insieme ai reperti numismatici alla campionatura dei bolli laterizi al vasellame in ceramica e in vetro e ad altri oggetti d'uso quotidiano una concreta testimonianza della centralità e della vitalità di questo contesto dall'età romana all'età medievale Depicting the Dead 2013 volume 45 Le Chiese Di Roma 1942 in recent years funding for the conservation of cultural heritage has become increasingly difficult to obtain and this trend shows no sign of changing significantly in the foreseeable future the twelfth triennial meeting of the international committee for the conservation of mosaics held in sardinia in october 2014 focused on the theme of cost broadly considered relating specifically to the preservation and presentation of the world s mosaic heritage this handsome abundantly illustrated volume provides a comprehensive record of the conference s sixty seven papers and posters comprising contributions from more than one hundred leading experts in the field reflect the conference s principal themes cost methods of survey and documentation conservation and management education and training backing materials and techniques presentation and display and case studies papers are presented either in english french or italian there are abstracts in english and either french or italian for all entries the volume will be of interest to conservators site managers and others responsible for conserving the mosaic heritage especially in these challenging times Stolen Churches or Bridges to Orthodoxy? 2021-02-02 cardinali corrotti e vescovi mondani banchieri e faccendieri ladri e assassini preti pedofili e cortigiane e perfino antipapi sono questi i protagonisti degli innumerevoli segreti che la storia ufficiale del vaticano da sempre cerca di occultare tra le mura leonine si nascondono verità scioccanti e in gran parte ancora sconosciute gli scandali finanziari ior banco ambrosiano i finanziamenti a solidarnosc i rapporti con la banda della magliana i legami con le mafie i diavoli e i demoni i peccati del vaticano cardinali e cortigiane e perfino la guardia svizzera estermann alla scomparsa ancora avvolta nel mistero di papa luciani claudio rendina grande esperto di storia della chiesa mette in luce i retroscena e le verità che la storia ufficiale del vaticano ha sempre cercato di nascondere tra le mura leonine
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